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Instrumental album features chill out electronica with layered down tempo, trip hop, filtered synth

sequences, guitar hooks, and Hip Son's own reflection on the synth pop music of 80's and 90's. 10 MP3

Songs ELECTRONIC: Down Tempo, ELECTRONIC: Trip Hop Details: "Easygoing" features ten

instrumental tracks of chill out, down tempo, and organic electronic music. All songs are written, recorded

and produced by Hip Son in his recording studio in Boston during the month of May, 2005. This album

blends rich harmonies, filtered synth sequences, trippy guitar hooks, and driving beats with Hip Son's

reflection on the music of 80's and 90's and influences like Moby, Massive Attack and Depeche Mode.

Hip Son, an electronic music artist, producer, songwriter, label owner and music publisher, formed the

bands Balkan Tribes and diaSonic in the late 90's. These projects not only garnered a successful

grassroots following around Boston, but also a degree of both commercial and critical acclaim. In 2003,

Hip Son started his own independent record label and music publishing company working with a

collective of talented artists from around the world. He believes that the DIY (do-it-yourself) approach to

the music industry is the only way for artists to achieve their highest level of creative and artistic freedom.

Through his work in electronic music, Hip Son explores personal and global issues, reflects on the past

and the future, and looks for answers within the human quest for change. His instrumental electronic

music has been played on various TV shows and networks such as MTV ("The Real World", "Road

Rules", "Pimp My Ride", "RR/RW Challenge", "Making The Band"), VH1 ("Band Reunited", "Born To

Diva", Fox TV ("Girl Next Door - Playboy Special"), BBC ("The World"), and LA TV Network ("Rough Cut

LA", "City Vibe", "Night Guide") among others. In addition to TV performances, Hip Son's music has been

used in film documentaries and various interactive media.
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